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I am pleased to announce the availability of the new version of Inception,

a theme for XOOPS with premium quality, but totally free.

A long time ago I published this theme for the first time at the site of

XOOPS and became very popular almost immediately. Now after a long

time, public order version 2.0, an update necessary and improving the

overall quality of the item.

Theme Features

Inception take advantage of the possibilities offered by xThemes (though

not all) to provide a highly customizable theme for multipurpose use.

Among the main features of the theme are:

An innovative design with a stunning cover.
Control Panel to configure every detail of the theme as colors, fonts,

sliders, content, footer, etc.
Integrated with MyWords.
Two customizable menus: top and main navigation.
Multilanguage Support and easily translatable using PoEdit.
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Thanks to these features, and because it uses xThemes as base, with

Inception you can create your own style, adapting the colors and fonts to

your liking, and specifying the type of background you want. Actually, the

limit is in you.

Requirements

Inception requires the installation of certain components to function

properly:

Common Utilities 2.2 or higher
xThemes 1.6 or higher
MyWords 2.2 or higher

Remember that each module has its own requirements to function

properly.

Download Inception 2.0 View Demo

Problems? Help?

If you find any error in the subject I invite you to report it to the repository

of the topic, using the tool that provides GitHub for this purpose.

Via: Xoops Mexico

http://rmcommon.com/
http://github.com/bitcero/xthemes
http://github.com/bitcero/mywords
http://github.com/bitcero/inception/releases
http://inception.xoopstastic.com/
https://github.com/bitcero/inception/issues
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